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2023 Jayco Seismic 395 $80
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Description 2023 Jayco Seismic 395, Jayco Seismic fifth wheel toy hauler 395 highlights:
Rear Ramp w/Party Deck w/Steps Garage Storage/Loft Dual Entry/Exit King Bed
Theater Seat 30 Gallon Fueling Station Take your outdoor adventures up a notch
with this Seismic toy hauler. You can take the whole gang along for some fun with
triple slides and dual entry for easy access going in and out. Your friends will
sleep comfortably on the convertible sofas with overhead queen bed above in the
14' cargo garage space. There is also a storage space/loft above for their things
and additional sleeping if needed. Inside, a full bath can be shared by all to get
cleaned up each day, and all can gather inside in the spacious living area
featuring dual opposing slides. Theater seating and a pull-out L-sofa creates
plenty of space for lounging and there is also a dining table for four inside and the
second table in the garage area also allows for more seating during meals inside
when the weather isn't that nice. A 12' side awning provides protection from the
elements just outside the main door, plus the rear ramp party deck with steps and
awning creates even more outdoor living space to enjoy! One look at the Seismic
toy haulers by Jayco, and you'll never go back! Each model features a custom
automotive-grade vinyl exterior graphics package, a painted fiberglass front cap
with built-in LED lighting, and 102" wide-body structural steel I-beam construction.
You'll find the pass-through storage with Slam-Latch baggage doors will make
unpacking easier than ever, and the rear ramp door/patio with anti-slip, non-skid
flooring will allow you to unload your toys with no trouble at all. These toy haulers
feature a three seasons garage wall/doors, a 30 gallon fuel tank with a timer, and
exterior marine-grade speakers to keep the party going. The Climate Shield zero
degree tested weather protection includes a 35,000 BTU furnace, PEX plumbing,
and a fully enclosed and heated underbelly so you can enjoy your adventures year
around. And we haven't even touched on the interior luxuries you'll find, like solid
hardwood glazed cabinet doors, drawers, and trim, a bath tile backsplash, and a
residential king mattress with under-bed storage!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: Z2048
VIN Number: 1UJCGSCV2P18L0057
Condition: New
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 3

Item address Ina, Illinois, United States
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